The 8th Annual Wise Wolf Women’s Council

Spirit of the Wolf Path
NOTE: Schedule subject to change according to the needs of Spirit!

Friday, May 24 ~
7:00 pm

(Art Temple Deck): CONVENING AND OPENING CIRCLE

Saturday, May 25 ~
10:00 am

(Art Temple Deck): CONVENING

10:30 – 11:30 am

CONCURRENT RITUALS ~

(Art Temple Deck): A SACRED PUJA – This ritual will ground us in the
intention of our weekend an open our hearts to each other. We will especially honor the solar aspect of the
Sacred Feminine as we meet, express, and dance with these energies in each other.
ANYAA McANDREW, an 8 year resident of Isis Cove, is a ShamanicTranspersonal Psychotherapist, a
Shamanic Astrologer, and the Creatrix of the Shamanic Priestess Process, the Shamanic Magdalene Mysteries, and
the yearly retreat, Awakening the SacredSexual Feminine.

(Sanctuary): INTRODUCTION TO THE ENNEAGRAM  Learn about the 9
personality types of these ancient archetypes blended with understandings of modern psychology. We will
look at the growing edges for each of the types so we can increase our wisdom and compassion for
ourselves and others.
ANDREA FORD, a licensed acupuncturist for 20 years, is also a massage therapist, portrait artist, resident
of Isis Cove, and has the first handbuilt adobe house in the Southeastern U.S.

12:00 – 1:00 pm

CONCURRENT RITUALS ~

(Art Temple Deck): SHAMANIC REIKI CIRCLE  We will give and receive
Shamanic Reiki treatments, regardless of experience, in a safe, loving space. We will experience the
compassionate healing of Reiki and get in touch with our lifeforce energy.
MAGDALENA is coleader of the Freedom Rising Spiritual Community in Oregon, a graduate of Venus
Rising University, and a Shamanic Usui/Tibetan/Karuna Reiki Master Teacher. SOPHIA (Pam) SAVORY is
coleader of Freedom Rising, a graduate of Venus Rising University, and a Shamanic Usui Reiki Master.

(Sanctuary): LET YOUR GRIEF WORK FOR YOU  Grieving your losses,
whether of a loved one, a job, purpose in your life, a change in your health, limitations due to aging, a
shamanic death of the old way of being or any other loss, all add meaning to our lives and need
reconciliation. Learn that to grieve our losses allows space for transition and transformation in our journeys.
DIANA KENNEY holds a Doctor of Ministry in Shamanic Psychospiritual Studies from Venus Rising
University, is soon to be certified in Dying and Grief Studies, and has extensive personal experience in griefwork.

1:00 – 2:15 pm

LUNCH

2:15 – 2:30 pm

(Art Temple Deck): CONVENING

2:30 – 3:30 pm
(Art Temple Deck): ACTIVATING OUR INNER VISIONARY  Through
teaching and guided meditation we will experience ourselves with more empowered Spirits, as we step

more fully into sacred purpose. We will connect with our inner visionary and allow this part to shine light on
the next step on our path.
JUDITH CORVINBLACKBURN, resident of the Isis Cove Community, is an author, teacher and
transpersonal psychotherapist who has been guiding people to activate personal and global transformation for 40
years.

4:00 – 5:00 pm

CONCURRENT RITUALS ~
(Art Temple Deck): CHANNELING THE DIVINE MOTHER 

JANETTE VAIL has been in the alternative field for 29 years and is a channel, speaker, Quantum Intuitive
Therapist and a Licensed Massage and Bodywork Therapist.

(Sanctuary): STONES OF EVOLVING CONSCIOUSNESS  We will be
talking about communicating with stones and I will be sharing on specific stones that assist being
heartcentered, for that is where evolving consciousness takes place. I will also share how stones align
with the Spirit of the Wolf.
RUTH ANNE BROWN has “worked with” stones for 25 years and has made wearable art with stones for 12
years.

5:00 – 7:00 pm

DINNER

7:00 – 8:30 pm
(Art Temple Deck): SACRED CROWNING OF THE CRONES  This
ritual is a time to honor the women in our Council who have reached the age of 57 or older and are ready to
step into sharing their wisdom, talents and gifts with the world.
WINDRAVEN is a retired nurse, pastoral counselor, and Shamanic Breathwork ™ Facilitator.

8:45 – 10:00 pm
(Art Temple Deck): TRUTH CIRCLE – A talking stick circle, giving
women the opportunity to share from their heart.
TARA SHANNON is a Shamanic Minister and a Shamanic Breathwork Facilitator with a private practice in
Asheville, NC.

Sunday, May 26 ~
9:30 am

(Art Temple Deck): CONVENING

10:00 – 11:00 am

CONCURRENT RITUALS ~

(Art Temple Deck): WANDERING WOLF RITUAL  We will embrace
wandering Wolf energy, the visionary explorer who guides us as we simultaneously embrace the courage
of the Lion and walk the path of our soul’s evolution into the Golden Age to see the bigger picture of who we
are.
CARLEY MATTIMORE, a psychotherapist, Healing Touch Practitioner, Shamanic Reiki Master, Shamanic
Breathwork ™ Facilitator, and an advocate for the white lions of Timbavati, cofounded the Aahara Spiritual
Community, a congregation of Venus Rising, in Springfield, IL.

(Sanctuary and Trail): ON THE TRAIL WITH DR. DEER, A PLANT
IDENTIFICATION WALK AND EARTHSPIRIT WORKSHOP  We will identify plant medicines growing
in Isis Cove and connect with the spirit of the plant teachers, including those aligned with the Wolf Star and
Isis.
THEA SUMMER DEER, D.S.P.S., is an herbalist, educator, awardwinning singersongwriter and author of
“Wisdom of the Plant Devas.”

11:30 am – 12:30 pm

CONCURRENT RITUALS ~

(Art Temple Deck): THE WOLF AS YOUR INNER HEALER – Through the
use of masks and journaling, participants will merge with the Spirit of the Wolf, experiencing that place of
power where their own sacred inner healer as wolf exists. Participants should bring pen and journal to
session.
Celtic/Lakota GRANDMOTHER BLUESTAR has been trained in many traditional cultures and ceremonies
and is author of three bestselling books.

(Sanctuary): YONI RESTORATION – We will embark on a spiritual journey to
reconnect with our yonis (female genitalia) through mirror work, chakra clearing and charging, writing, and
dance/movement. Wear comfortable clothing, preferably skirts or dresses. Trigger warning: a safe
container will be held for incest/assault survivors.
MARI MORALESWILLIAMS, born in East Harlem and raised in the Bronx, is an activist scholar and sexual
assault survivor, offering communitybased healing over the past four years for girls and women.

12:30 – 1:30 pm

LUNCH

1:30 pm

(Art Temple Deck): CONVENING

1:45 – 2:45 pm
(Art Temple Deck): DANCING THE SPIRIT OF THE WOLF PATH – Using the
sacred geometry of the body in creative dance to shift energy and choose the path of the Wolf spirit. Wear
flowing, sacred garments.
AMAI BUTTERFLY DANCING HEART is cofounder of the Wise Wolf Women’s Council; she offers her gifts
of service as a sacred guide for transformation and wholeness through dance and ritual in her shamanic ministry,
Amai’s Magic: Movement for the Soul.

FROM THIS POINT ON THE WOMEN’S AND MEN’S COUNCILS ARE COMBINED. CHILDREN ARE
WELCOME TO ATTEND THE EVENING ACTIVITIES.
3:00 – 6:00 pm
(Art Temple Deck): THE SHAMANIC BREATHWORK ™ JOURNEY –
We will use the power of the breath and chakraattuned music to enter sacred space and shamanic time to
awaken our vision of the Spirit of the Wolf Path.
STAR WOLF is the CoDirector of the Venus Rising Association for Transformation, the creator of the
Shamanic Breathwork ™ Process, and the author of 8 books, including “Spirit of the Wolf.”

6:00 – 7:30 pm

DINNER

7:30 – 8:00 pm
(Art Temple Deck): WOLF PUPS PERFORMANCE  A very special
presentation from the participants in the Wolf Pups Camp.
ANNA CARIADBARRETT and CAROL FLEITZ are the coordinators of this year’s Wolf Pups Camp.
ANNA is a Shamanic Breathwork ™ Facilitator and coauthor of “Sacred Medicine of Bee, Butterfly, Earthworm and
Spider.” CAROL is a horticulturalist and the new coowner of the Isis Cove Retreat Center.

8:00 – 8:30 pm
(Art Temple Deck): BIG YELLOW ELEPHANT – The big Yellow
Elephant and the Blue Baboon are the creations of Xavier and Leilani Hawk. Three year old Leilani came
up with the story, Xavier edited it, illustrated it, and put it into song. The whole family recorded it and will
share that with the Wise Wolf Council.
8:45 – 9:45 pm
(Art Temple Deck): A JOURNEY WITH SIRIUS, THE WOLF STAR 
A guided meditation and journey with Sirius, the original Wolf Star. Receive your own messages and
downloads direct from the Spirit of the Wolf. Shamanic drumming by Xavier Hawk.
RUBY FALCONER is a Shamanic Minister, Shamanic Breathwork ™ Master Practitioner, Lead Trainer, Staff
Astrologer and Business Manager of the Venus Rising Association for Transformation, and the cocreator and
coauthor of “Shamanic Egyptian Astrology.”

10:00 pm
(Art Temple Deck): DRUMMING, MUSIC AND DANCING – Celebrate your
embodiment of the Spirit of the Wolf with movement and dance under the stars.
XAVIER HAWK is a techno tribal medicine man whose prayers and songs have opened up hearts and souls
worldwide. The Ceremony is a celebration in music and rhythm that unifies heaven and earth in ways not seen since
the days of old. Xavier doesn't perform, he prays, and he shares that space for people to enter into communion with
the divine forces of creation.

Monday, May 27 ~
9:30 am

(Art Temple Deck): CONVENING

9:45 – 10:45 am
(Art Temple Deck): RAFFLE  Support the WWC and win some wonderful
gifts for yourself and others!
11:00 am – 12:00 pm
(Art Temple Deck): WOLVES IN THE WILD – An overview of the
status of wolves since they were reintroduced into the U.S. and what we, the Venus Rising Wolf Pack, can
do.
BONNIE RUBENSTEIN, an activist for humans and animals, is a Shamanic Minister and a certified
Shamanic Breathwork ™ Facilitator with a DMin from Venus Rising University. DEB IRESTONE is a Shamanic
Breathwork ™ Facilitator and trainer and the founder of Shamans Hearth Spiritual Community of Venus Rising,
located in Burnsville, MN.

12:00 – 1:00 pm
Path together!

(meet at the Art Temple Deck): WOLF WALK – walking the Spirit of the Wolf

COUNCIL SONGSTRESSES: THEA SUMMER DEER, D.S.P.S., herbalist, educator, awardwinning
singersongwriter and author of “Wisdom of the Plant Devas”. PANTHER WIND WOMAN, WIND DAUGHER,
Medicine Chief of the Panther Lodge Medicine Society, Cermonialist, Keeper of the Beta Star Bundle.

THE SHAMANIC MINISTER’S TENT will be open all day Saturday and Sunday, including during lunch
and dinner. Shamanic Ministers will be available to provide support for those who may be in process or
need a listening ear. The tent will also provide information regarding how to become an ordained
Shamanic Minster and a Venus Rising Congregation. DEB IRESTONE is an ordained Shamanic Minister,
coordinator of the Shamanic Minister’s Global Network, and founder of Shamans Hearth Spiritual Community of
Venus Rising, located in Burnsville, MN.

THE FILM “LIVING WITH WOLVES” by Jaime and Jim Dutcher will be screened on Saturday from 5:30 –
10:00 pm and Sunday from 6:00 – 10:00 pm in the Sanctuary.
Healthy, nutritious meals will be available for purchase from Sweet Monkey of Asheville.

